Diagnostic workup of liver lesions: too long time with too many examinations.
Liver mass lesions are often detected incidentally. Subsequent imaging examinations and surveillance are not only expensive, but may also cause unnecessary concern to patients. The aim of this study was to evaluate retrospectively the possible delay in acquiring the diagnosis of liver mass lesions, and to estimate the number of imaging examinations performed during the diagnostic workup. The study comprised 200 patients with liver mass lesion of unknown etiology. The time needed from referral to final diagnosis was assessed. All imaging examinations and biopsy findings (if available) during the diagnostic workup were recorded. Out of the 200 lesions, 133 were malignant, 65 with hepatocellular cancer and 26 with cholangiocarcinoma. All except one were diagnosed within 8 weeks. Of the 67 benign lesions, there were 20 focal nodular hyperplasias and 20 hemangiomas. For the benign lesions, in 37% the diagnostic workup took >8 weeks. Repeated examinations were more common in benign lesions; but often redundant in both benign and malignant conditions in retrospect analysis. To confirm the diagnosis, benign lesions required more follow-up time and more repeated imaging examinations than malignant ones. A long surveillance for liver mass lesions in fear of malignancy seems not to be necessary, since virtually all malignant lesions were diagnosed within 8 weeks. Evaluating all lesions in a multidisciplinary team right from the beginning is advocated by a prospective study design.